Norepinephrine Reuptake Is Impaired in Skeletal Muscle of Hypertensive Rats In Vivo
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Abstract—Certain forms of experimental hypertension are characterized by organ-specific alterations of catecholaminergic pathways. The purpose of this study was to evaluate, in the same awake and freely moving normotensive Wistar-Kyoto rats (WKY) and spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) before and after the development of arterial hypertension, the norepinephrine (NE) turnover and, in particular, the neuronal NE reuptake activity that ends its effects once released from nerve terminals, in subcutaneous adipose tissue and in skeletal muscle, whose sympathetic efferents are respectively independent or dependent from baroreflexes. Plasma and tissue interstitial NE and 3,4-dihydroxyphenylethylene glycol (DHPG), its major deaminated metabolite, were measured before and after blockade of NE reuptake by tissue perfusion of desipramine through microdialysis probes. Arterial pressure and plasma NE in SHR were similar to those in WKY at 5 weeks of age but increased at 16 weeks of age. In contrast, plasma DHPG was already higher in young SHR. Basal interstitial NE and DHPG were increased in both tissues of young and old SHR compared with age-matched WKY. Desipramine induced a higher rise of interstitial NE in SHR of both ages, with a lesser increase in the skeletal muscle of old compared with young SHR. These results indicate an increased NE turnover in prehypertensive and hypertensive SHR in both baroreflex-dependent and -independent tissues, not shown by plasma NE levels in young SHR. In the skeletal muscle, where sympathetic efferents are baroreflex dependent, the reduced interstitial NE reuptake contributes to the higher availability of interstitial NE for postsynaptic effects in old SHR. (Hypertension. 2001;37[part 2]:698-702.)
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Instrumentation of the Rats and Microdialysis Experimental Procedure

Rats were instrumented with 2 flexible concentric microdialysis probes with membranes (10-mm length, 0.5-mm outside diameter, and molecular weight cutoff 20 kDa; CMA/20, CMA/Microdialysis AB) as we have previously described.18 Two small biopptic samples taken after the insertion of the guide were quickly frozen and controlled by cryostatic sections for histological confirmation of the position of the tip of the probes in white adipose tissue or skeletal muscle. The probes were then connected to a microperfusion pump (CMA100, CMA/Microdialysis AB) and perfused at a flow rate of 2.0 µL/min with a Ringer’s solution of the following millimolar composition: NaCl 140, KCl 3.0, MgCl₂ 1.0, and CaCl₂ 1.2. The rats took a few minutes to recover from experimental handling, and after a 30-minute equilibration period, the dialysates from microdialysis probes were collected at 30-minute intervals over a period of 210 minutes and immediately analyzed for NE and DHPG. After 90 minutes (basal period), the perfusion was changed to the Ringer’s solution containing desipramine hydrochloride (concentration of 5 µmol/L at a flow rate of 2 µL/min with a Ringer’s solution of the following millimolar composition: NaCl 140, KCl 3.0, MgCl₂ 1.0, and CaCl₂ 1.2). The rats took a few minutes to recover from experimental handling, and after a 30-minute equilibration period, the dialysates from microdialysis probes were collected at 30-minute intervals over a period of 210 minutes and immediately analyzed for NE and DHPG. After 90 minutes (basal period), the perfusion was changed to the Ringer’s solution containing desipramine hydrochloride (concentration of 5 µmol/L at a flow rate of 2 µL/min, with a primarily presumed concentration of 10 pmol/min in the tissue interstitium), which was perfused for 120 minutes. This concentration and perfusion rate of desipramine were chosen because in our experience, no systemic effects of desipramine on NE and DHPG plasma levels were observed until 240 minutes of perfusion at this concentration. At the end of the experiment, the young rats were housed again for a longitudinal study. The same groups of animals were reexamined at the age of 16 weeks.

To exclude the possibility that the insertion of the small microdialysis probes in the dorsal region may have altered sympathetic activity in these strains, we simultaneously measured plasma NE and DHPG concentrations in plasma and dialysates from tissue interstitia were immediately analyzed after collection by high-performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection as previously described.18 To avoid possible analytical interferences of NE with 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine, the pH of the mobile phase was rigorously maintained at <2.65. Peak identification was performed on the basis of retention time of external standards and on cyclic voltammetry. All drugs and chemicals were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.

Microdialysis Probe Calibration and In Vivo Recovery Experiments

Microdialysis probes were calibrated in vivo for the relative recovery rate of NE and DHPG in all animals undergoing experimental procedures by perfusing 3,4-dihydroxybenzylamine (DHBA), an internal standard that is thought to behave like catecholamines and have similar diffusion characteristics. DHBA in the Ringer’s perfusion solution at a concentration of 0.4 nmol/L has not been shown to possess any pharmacological activity on NE or its metabolite levels.18 The recovery rate is needed to estimate the absolute NE interstitial concentration from the concentration in the dialysate; NE and DHPG concentrations measured in the dialysate obtained from the skeletal muscle and adipose tissue were corrected for an in vivo recovery of DHBA.

Statistical Analysis

Values are presented as mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was based on a 2-way ANOVA model for repeated measures, in which the dependent variable (NE or DHPG) represents the same measurement taken at various times. The Student t test either for independent or paired samples was used to compare group means when ANOVA showed a significant effect of the factor. A value of P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Body Weight, Arterial Pressure, and Heart Rate

As shown in the Table, compared with age-matched WKY, 5-week-old SHR showed no differences in mean arterial pressure and heart rate. Body weight was also at this time comparable in both strains. Mean arterial pressure was higher in 16-week-old SHR than in younger SHR and age-matched WKY (P < 0.01, t test). Heart rate was reduced in old rats compared with young rats (P < 0.01, t test) without differences between the 2 strains. Body weight was higher in old WKY compared with age-matched SHR (P < 0.01, t test).
Plasma Catecholamine Levels
As depicted in Figure 1 and indicated in the Table, young SHR and WKY showed similar levels of plasma NE, whereas DHPG was higher in still normotensive SHR compared with age-matched WKY. After the development of hypertension, compared with young SHR and age-matched WKY, SHR showed increased plasma NE (Table and Figure 1A). DHPG levels were also confirmed to be higher in old SHR compared with old WKY (Table and Figure 1B). Tissue perfusion of desipramine through the microdialysis probes did not alter the plasma concentrations of either NE or DHPG (Figure 1A and 1B).

Interstitial Catecholamines in Skeletal Muscle
Basal NE levels in dialysate from skeletal muscle (adjusted for the in vivo recovery of DHBA) were much higher in SHR compared with age-matched WKY. After the development of hypertension, compared with young SHR and age-matched WKY, SHR showed increased plasma NE (Table and Figure 1A). DHPG levels were also confirmed to be higher in old SHR compared with old WKY (Table and Figure 1B). Tissue perfusion of desipramine through the microdialysis probes did not alter the plasma concentrations of either NE or DHPG (Figure 1A and 1B).

Interstitial Catecholamines in Adipose Tissue
Marked increases in the basal levels of NE and DHPG were observed in age-matched SHR compared with WKY (P<0.01, t test; Table and Figure 3A and 3B). Whereas young and old WKY exhibited a 2- to 3-fold increase in NE levels after desipramine perfusion, a 5- to 6-fold increase was observed in age-matched SHR (Figure 3A). ANOVA revealed a significant effect of desipramine over time in all studied groups (ANOVA, P<0.001) as well as a significant difference between age-matched SHR and WKY (ANOVA, P<0.001). Desipramine perfusion halved interstitial DHPG levels in all groups (ANOVA, P<0.001, over time for all groups and between groups of age-matched SHR and WKY; Figure 3B).

Discussion
In certain forms of experimental hypertension as well as in a subgroup of young hypertensive patients, sympathetic traffic to the cardiovascular system is increased, especially in the early phases. In the present study, we have applied the microdialysis technique to investigate, in vivo and in a longitudinal study performed on the same group of awake and freely moving normotensive WKY and in SHR, the regional turnover of NE in 2 peripheral tissues before and after the development of hypertension. Sympathetic neural activity and NE turnover, as expressed by basal interstitial NE and DHPG concentrations, were higher in both skeletal muscle and subcutaneous adipose tissue in young still normotensive SHR than in age-matched WKY. The increased basal interstitial NE levels in both tissues from young SHR suggest an

Figure 1. Time course of plasma NE (A) and DHPG (B) before and during desipramine perfusion of skeletal muscle and subcutaneous adipose tissue through microdialysis probes in SHR and WKY (n=8 per group) at 5 and 16 weeks of age. Differences between groups were determined by ANOVA. Values are presented as mean±SEM. In panel A, *P<0.01 compared with 16-week-old SHR; in panel B, *P<0.01 compared with age-matched SHR. There were no effects of desipramine over time.

Figure 2. Time course of NE (A) and DHPG (B) levels in dialysates from skeletal muscle before and during desipramine perfusion through microdialysis probes in SHR and WKY (n=10 per group) at 5 and 16 weeks of age. These values were corrected for the in vivo recovery of DHBA. Differences between groups were determined by ANOVA. Values are presented as mean±SEM. In both panels, *P<0.05 between 5- and 16-week-old SHR; †P<0.01 between age-matched SHR and WKY; and ANOVA for repeated measures, P<0.001 for desipramine effects over time in all groups for NE and DHPG.
increased release from nerve endings of the neurotransmitter associated with a higher local neuronal uptake and metabolism by intraneuronal monoamine oxidase, as expressed by elevated interstitial DHPG levels. These data obtained in vivo confirm the ex vivo results obtained by others in skeletal muscle tissue of 5-week-old SHR and provide new findings on an increased sympathetic activity discharge and turnover of NE in subcutaneous adipose tissue, where sympathetic outflow is independent from baroreflex function. Hence, it is thought that skeletal muscle sympathetic activity, but not subcutaneous adipose tissue sympathetic outflow, is related to baroreflex function, it appears that in the SHR model of hypertension the increased sympathetic activity is not simply the result of decreased baroreflex inhibition but in all likelihood a more diffused peripheral sympathetic activation. Other groups have previously shown an early activation of sympathetic nervous activity in SHR by measuring plasma NE and DHPG levels in young SHR tissues. Moreover, because the leakage is a passive process, such a finding would be consistent with an increased amount of NE in the vesicular stores of SHR.

In the present study, no differences in plasma NE were measured as the increase in NE levels in dialysates from the interstitium and the parallel drop of DHPG from basal levels were determined by ANOVA. Values are presented as mean±SEM. In both panels, *P<0.01 between age-matched SHR and WKY; ANOVA for repeated measures, P<0.001 for desipramine effects over time in all groups for NE and DHPG.

Figure 3. Time course of NE (A) and DHPG (B) levels in dialysates from subcutaneous adipose tissue before and during desipramine perfusion through microdialysis probes in SHR and WKY (n=10 per group) at 5 and 16 weeks of age. These values were corrected for the in vivo recovery of DHBA; Differences between groups were determined by ANOVA. Values are presented as mean±SEM. In both panels, *P<0.01 between age-matched SHR and WKY; ANOVA for repeated measures, P<0.001 for desipramine effects over time in all groups for NE and DHPG.

Therefore, in the present study, conclusions about sympathetic activity based solely on NE plasma levels in young SHR seem to be limited and not representative of the higher levels found in interstitial tissues. This discrepancy is probably due to the various processes to which NE is submitted after release into the synaptic gap and before spilling into the blood stream. Hoeldtke et al. have observed that the quantity of NE that spills into the plasma from the synaptic cleft appears to be ~12% to 20% of the quantity released from nerve endings in the whole body. This difference between the high interstitial concentration in the synaptic cleft (and thereby at the receptor site) and the concentration in the plasma appears to be greatly influenced by local NE metabolism. Another factor to consider is that plasma NE concentrations depend on NE clearance. A variety of circumstances can change the rate at which NE is removed from the plasma in the 2 strains. An increased cardiac output, as found in the early phases of hypertension in young SHR, can determine a parallel rise in NE removal from plasma, contributing to the discrepancy between interstitial and plasma NE levels in this strain.

However, in the presence of increased sympathetic discharge from the striated muscle of young SHR, a normal level of blood pressure was measured. Obviously, the elevated activity of the sympathetic nervous system at this time was not sufficient to cause a rise in vascular tone and consequently in blood pressure. In young SHR, this may depend on the efficiency of other counterbalancing mechanisms (such as endothelium-derived relaxing factors) that modulate the increased sympathetic activity.

After the development of hypertension in SHR, plasma NE and DHPG levels were higher than the levels found in young SHR and age-matched WKY. Basal NE interstitial levels in skeletal muscle were greater in old SHR than in young SHR, whereas a blunted increase in NE after desipramine perfusion (2- to 3-fold), indicating
a reduction in presynaptic NE reuptake at this age compared with a younger age (5-fold increase), was found. Such a behavior in older SHR allows for a higher availability of NE for postsynaptic vascular effects leading to the sustained increase of vascular resistance observed at this age. This higher NE interstitial level may also affect muscle metabolism in SHR of this age by inhibiting at a concentration in the same range the oxygen consumption and glucose uptake. The explanation for reduced in vivo NE reuptake in skeletal muscle of SHR after the development of hypertension is not clear even if some hypotheses may be put forward propounding a potential effect of angiotensin II, which at very low concentrations can markedly inhibit NE uptake. In a recent study, the authors showed an impairment in total and cardiac neuronal NE reuptake in patients with essential hypertension compared with normotensive patients, suggesting a functional reduction in NE presynaptic transporter activity linked to possible NE transporter gene mutations.

Moreover, in subcutaneous adipose tissue, basal NE levels in dialysates were higher in old SHR than in age-matched WKY but were similar to levels in young SHR. In contrast to the observation in skeletal muscle, the responses to desipramine perfusion on NE interstitial levels in subcutaneous adipose tissue were higher in old SHR compared with age-matched WKY but not different from those in respectively younger rats. In white adipose tissue, adrenergic nerve fibers are present around vessels, but they are also abundantly distributed directly on fat cells. Their activation, which is independent of baroreflex control, is mainly involved in the regulation of lipolysis. Compared with age-matched WKY, SHR show a lower increase in body weight during their life spans, and this could be related to the continuously increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system in their white adipose tissue throughout their lives.

In conclusion, sympathetic nervous system activation is increased and appears to be independent of baroreflex function, being present in skeletal muscle and subcutaneous adipose tissue in awake and freely moving hypertensive rats. In addition, the present findings obtained in vivo support the notion of increased release, reuptake, turnover, and storage of NE in SHR of both ages. Finally, after the development of hypertension in SHR, neuronal NE reuptake is reduced in skeletal muscle and may be responsible for the enhanced availability of NE for postsynaptic vascular effects, contributing to the increased vascular resistance in this tissue and hence to the elevation of blood pressure.
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